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Introduction

TWO features today typify the world situa-
tion and give point to all of the life and

death issues facing the people of all lands. One
is the situation in Spain, where the concen
trated forces of world fascism wage their des
perate and bloody war of extermination against
democracy. against an embattled people hero
ically laying down their lives to defend the
principles of self-government and progress. The
other feature is the Congress of Soviets which
has just had presented to it the new Stalinist
Constitution representing the high mark of
human progress throughout all history. We
see Soviet democracy reaching into the daily
life of 170,000,000 people, firmly buttressed in a
socialist economy which for the first time
translates the right to life, liber ty and the
pursuit of happiness into terms of the guaran
teed right to work, t o education and to leisure
for every citizen.

The world is divided more openly and con
sciously than at any previous time into two
camps, with the prospect of a new world war
more immediate and menacing than would ever
have been thought possible before without gen
eral hostilities. This is universally recognized.
Our reactionary capitalist newspapers are ex
plaining to us that this is the division of the
world between communism and fascism, and
they call for a new camp, presumably to be
composed of the Americas, opposed to the two
sides that divide Europe and the other con-
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tinents. But this slogan that the issue is com
munism or fascism, varied at times to social
ism or fascism, or Marxism or fascism, hides
the most essential fact. The fascist nations
rally to their active support the most reaction
ary circles within all the non-fascist countries
and prepare civil war therein, while the Soviet
Union, the land of socialism, led by the Com
munist Party. rallies all the anti-fascist, peace
loving nations and all progressive circlesm all
lands to the defense of democracy, progress and
peace. ~.

All countries outside the Soviet Union are
fields of bitter struggle for dominance between
the forces of democracy and fascism. In Ger
many, Italy. Japan and their satellites, reac
tion and fascism are ascendant and carryon
civil war against the people through the gov
ernment. They are rapidly extending their
domestic aggression across frontiers to other
lands: Italy in Ethiopia, Japan in China, Ger
many and Italy in Spain, They are driving
toward a world war for imperialist conquest
and against the democratic rights of the peo
ples of the world and their national inde
pendence.

In France the rise of the People's Front
alted fascism at home and threw French gov

ernmental influence on the side of peace and
progress, although the serious hesitations of

administration,
sympathy to the fascist offensive,
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is able to continue such policies through demo
cr atic forms, despite the anti-fascist tendencies
of the British population, due to the ineptness
of . the Labor Party leadership and its failure
to figh t for a consistent peace policy. The first
decisive struggles to determine the predom
inant position in the international line-up are
now maturing. I must mention that great item
of international news which every day occupies
from five to ten pages in the daily newspapers,
the constitutional crisis in Great Britain. I
nope you will pardon me if I do not go into
t he de tails of the love affairs of King Edward.
But it is of the utmost importance when we see
the greatest empire of the world, on the terri
tories of which the sun never sets, shaken by
the affairs of the heart of two people. British
imperialism boasted of its solidity, its unshak
a bleness and indeed had impressed all of U3

with the absence after long years of crisis of
serious inner disturbances. British imperialism
until a few years ago boasted that it did not
even need to arm its police to keep its starving
wor kers in perfect order. But today the British
Empire is shaken by the love affair of its
King. Of course all of this romantic nonsense
which the masses are fed covers something
very . real, very significant and very dangerous
fo r the world situation. All of this is the de
velopmen t to the rapidly approaching struggles
in Britain to decide which side England is go
ing to be on in the next world war. And the
fa ct that the struggle around the King has
become so sharp and shaken the whole empire
should prove to us , if it doesn't to those who
read the news stories, that this affair is not
about the domestic arrangements of Edward
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VIII, but about the disposition of guns and
ships and airplanes, and the destiny of the
peoples of the British Empire.

Now let us turn to the conference of the
American republics now going on in Buenos
Aires. It shows how sharply the whole world
now feels the coming war and begins to take
up an attitude toward the basic issues. The
spe ech made by Secretary of state Hull, at the
Inter-American Peace Conference, is of great
significance. It was a contribution to the mo
bilization of the anti-fascist forces of the world
in the struggle against war, for the maintenance
of peace, not only in the Americas, but every
where. With the fascists on the offensive
everywhere, with these fascist forces growing
bolder and becoming very arrogant in some of
the South American republics represented in
Buenos Aires, it is no small thing when the
bourgeois spokesman for the United states gov
ernment makes an appeal to the peoples-of the
world to organize people's peace movements to
control their governments.

On this first plank of Secretary Hull we
can declare our complete agreement. And we
can welcome such a call which w1ll be heard
and listened to by the peoples of every country
where they are not absolutely cut off by fascist
dictatorship. Even there it w1ll penetrate and
find a response. There are, of course, points
in Secretary Hull's program where we will have
to register some differences of opinion as when
he puts forward the plank of American neu
trality as the key to peace. We know the falseness
of neutrality. We know how it has played into
the hands of the war-makers in America and
throughout the world. But even on this point
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we have to note some progress in the direction
of a real peace policy in Hull's speech. The
neutrality that he put forward is not the simple

. neutrality of the past, of withdrawal from world
affairs, of isolation. It begins to have a new
content, not clearly defined as yet, but con
taining within it the possibilities of develop
ments toward an active peace policy for Amer
ica which will strengthen the peace forces
throughout the world.

The program as laid down by Secretary
Hull is very tentative and is not yet crystallized.
As it becomes crystallized, we will, of course,
find many points in which ' we have to distin
guish our position very sharply. But the main
significance of this speech is that America is
more and more emerging as the greatest power
of the capitalist world on the side of peace,
and against the fascist war-makers, and that in
this position there is already an appeal to the
masses of the people for organized support, not
only governmental support, but mass support
in every country to the struggle for peace. .

The tremendous world significance of the
present struggle in Spain arises from its posi
tion as focus point for the whole world struggle.
Fascism had counted Spain as one of its con
quests. The democratic victory of the estab
lishment of a Spanish Republic was thought to
have been smashed and subverted from within
due to the dlsunity of the democratic forces .
But the call for the People's Front to defeat
fascism issued by the Seventh World Congress
of the Communist International was greeted
with mass response in Spain, second only , if
not equal, to that in France. The fascists were
overwhelmingly defeated in the Spanish elec-

IJ
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tions of February, 1936. The People's Front
was victorious and established itself in control
of the government. Fascism had lost Spain.
It launched the murderous uprising against
Spanish democracy in July. with the inspiration
and support of Hitler and Mussolini, as a des
perate attempt to recover its lost position. The
international fascist intervention in Spain is
the first point of the general world war being
prepared by fascism against democracy every
where.

The chief task of the day for all of progres
sive humanity is the support of Spanish de
mocracy. In Spain, while we are meeting, we
see new victories for the People's Front forces
and at the same time we get the news of the
landing of large-scale armies of invasion from
Germany and Italy. I don't think I have to
emphasize . to this meeting the significance of
this, what it means for our tasks in carrying
out the campaign in support of Spain, every
where in America. We cannot permit the in
vasion of fascist forces in Spain to throw the
tide of battle against Spanisn democracy. More
than ever now, we must bring international as
sistance for the Spanish people in every form,
and America is one of the places that has to
stand in the front ranks of this solidarity ac
tion for Spain.

There are a few Americans who are now in
th e fighting lines in and around Madrid and
in the air forces there, and in the machine
shops i h at are keeping the machinery of war
going for the People's Front. Many more are
eager to go and they should be encouraged and
assisted. We must understand that in the
struggle for support of Spain we can now reach
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out into the ranks of every circle in America
which has any firm democratic convictions.
There are many people ready to fight for de
mocracy and to go to Spain today. As Com
munists we urge them to do so and fight for
the cause of all humanity.

It is on this world stage, the setting of which
is characterized chiefly by Spain, with the So
viet Union completing its own democratic
achievements while leading the world forces in
support of Spanish democracy, with the fascist
governments ever more openly subsidtzlng and
supporting fascist intervention, with all the
world forced to align itself on one side or the
other openly or tacitly; it is on this world
stage that we must evaluate the recently con
cluded elections and must mark out the next
steps in the struggle for democracy, progress
and peace in the United States.
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ONE

The Defeat of Reaction in the
November Elections

AT THE Ninth Convention of our, Party in
June, in charting our course for the elections,

we established that, ~t, the Republican Party
represented nationally the point of concentra
tion of the most reactionary. forces in America,
moving toward fascism and war. The task was
to defeat this threat at all costs. Secondly,
Roosevelt, heading the Democratic Party, st<%d
for a middle of the road course. The support

\

of the organized labor and progressive move
ment went to Roosevelt, as the practical al
.t ernat ive to aggressive reaction. It became our
task to teach this progressive and labor move-
ment not to rely upon Roosevelt, to secure
independent political organization and action,
to win all possible concessions from Roosevelt
while using this campaign to prepare its future
complete independence in a Farmer-Labor
Party.~, the Communist Party, neces
sarily conducting an independent campaign,
was the most active, loyal and clearheaded
leader of the whole camp of labor, progress and
peace. Its special task, while influencing the
broadest masses and the practical electoral de
cisions, was to maintain its role independent of
the capitalist parties, and extend widely its
roots of sympathetic connection with the masses



of workers, farmers an d lower middle classes
and their organizations.

These three objectives represent a specific
American application of the strategy of the
People's Front. formulated on a world scale
at she Seventh World Congress. You will re
call that we in America also helped prepare
that Congress decision by our movement for
the Labor Party in 1935. I want to recall to
you a statement of Comrade Dimitroff in his
report to the Seventh World Congress, where
he said :

"And what would the success of fascism in
the United States entail? For the toiling
masses it WOUld, of course, entail the unre
strained strengthening of the regime of ex
ploitation and the destruction of the working
class movement. And what would be the in
ternational significance of this success of fas
cism? As we know, the United States is not
Hungary, or Finland. or Bulgaria, or Latvia.
The success of fascism in the United States
wou ld change the who le inter na t ion al situa
tion quite materially."

Comrade Dimitroff, after thus evaluating
what fascism in the United States would mean
to the en ti re world. in another place went on
to expose the source of incipient fascism in the
United States:

"One must be indeed a confirmed addict
of the use of hackneyed schemes not to see
that the most reactionary circles of American
finance capital. which are attacking Roose
velt, represent first and foremost the very
force which is stimulating and or ganizing the
fascist movement in the United States. Not
to see the beginnings of real fascism in the



United states behind the hypocritical out
pouring of these circles 'in defense of the
democratic rights of the American citizen' is
tantamount to misleading the working class
in the struggle against its worst enemy."

This warning was directed against such peo
ple as the leaders of the Socialist Party and
their policies. They failed to realize the signtrt- :
cance of this fascist danger, and, hence, .In the
elections, .found themselves cut ""off from the
masses and headed for a harmful sectarian
isolation.

We learned in this election campaign what
deep truth there was in these statements by
Comrade Dimitroff. After the Seventh Con
gress we said that the far-reaching and world
shaping consequences in the People's Front
strategy would become clear only as they un
folded in the life of the people of the world.

~tA.) We called for a continued and sustained study
~~ of the Seventh congress decisions and their

., onse uences. The vic of the People's
~. Front in ance and pain confirmed this esti-

, mate. Now we must add that the elections in

1/"Sf1~ rthe United States in their own and different
\'A"'" way also confirmed the correctness of the Sev-

~
. enth Congress decisions.

I The best possible confirmation of the cor-
t rectness of a strategy is its successful execution,

f\f~ V and the realization of the expected results. To
what degree did the masses of the people
achieve the objectives we set for the election?

The first objective was the defeat of Lan
don. This was accomplished to a degree far
surpassing all expectations. There was a
crushing rebuke to the Republican Party such
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as no major party had experienced in genera
tions. It must be clear that the more over 
whelming the defeat of the Landon camp, the
more did we achieve our political objective
which was more than m erely keeping Landon
out of office. It was to discredit and drive out
of public life all wh o stood on such a pla t
form " before the American people. This aim
we shar ed with th e largest number of people ,
whicp. proved to be the great majority of the
population . Without exaggerating our role in
bringing about this result. we can safely say
that the weigh t of each individual Communist
in the struggle was far higher, manifold, than
that of the members of any other political

"group in America.

The sec on d objective was to make th e cam
pai gn and the re-election of Roosevelt serve
also to prepare and str en gthen the forces of the
Farmer-Labor Party and the People's Front.
This aim was achieved in varying degree in the
various parts of the country, with some ad
vance almost everywhere. We Communists, by
our policy and activity, helped bring about these
advances in every case , in many instances in a
most significant degree. outstanding examples
of these are: (a) the smashing victory of the
Minnesota Farmer-Labor Party not only over
the Republicans, but also over the Democrats
where their candidates stayed in the race;
(b ) the victory of the Wisconsin Progressive
Party, and, more important, the strengthened
position within it of the Farmer-Labor Pro
gressive Association, with the appearance of
Communists and definite Left wingers among
the elected officials; (c ) the electoral successes
of the Washington Commonwealth Federation,
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a People's Front movement just emerging out
of the Democratic Party. moving toward a
Farmer-Labor Party; (d) the united political
action movement in California which united
the EPIC movement with labor and Left-wing
organizations, and which maintained the posi
tions in state Legislature and Congress origi
nally won in 1934; (e) the American Labor '
Party in New York, which, notwithstanding
serious weaknesses and shortcomings, advanced
the People's Front and gathered more than one
quarter million votes under its own banner, giving
its support to Roosevelt not through the Demo
cratic Party; (f) Labor's Non-Partisan League,
although only a beginning and very timid step
forward to independent political action, repre
sented distinct progress over the traditional A.
F. of L. attitude, and was a step in the direction
of a Farmer-Labor Party. In these examples
and in other mass movements of perhaps less
significance we find some indication of the
general advance that was achieved in the elec
tion campaign toward building the foundation
of a People's Front.

We have no reason to exaggerate these
achievements, beyond their true proportions.
They are limited and full of weaknesses. Yet
they are of enormous importance as repre
sentative of those movements toward the Peo
ple's Front, the further development of which
gives the only hope of preventing reaction and
fascism from seizing America. The pr oblem of~

further extending, developing and uniting thYL
E?-0vem en t on a national scale is the central
problem of the d~.

On the third objective, that of building the
Party, we should note that even by the narrow-
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est standard of measurement, the vote for the
Communist ticket, which circumstances this
year removed from all direct relation to the
scope of our influence, shows considerable
growth except on the Presidemtial ticket, which
will probably show a slight decline. An ex
ample of this is the growth of the vote in
New York City to 65,000 for the general ticket,
topping the Socialist vote of 60,000 for the first
time. That there was a distinct advance of
Communist Party influence has been generally
admitted.

We must come to the conclusion, therefore,
that life itself, and the results of the struggle,
have given proof of the full correctness of our
Party's strategy, a strategy which brought us
fully into the main stream of American political
life and made our small Party a significant fac
tor not merely for ourselves but for the whole
country.

Our Party's significant role was made pos
sible by our understanding of the deep class
currents in American politics. When we speak
of our Party's achievements, we by no means
conceive of them as exploits of wonder-workers
who sucked these results out of their own
thumbs. Our Party's role was important be
cause we knew the currents among the masses.
We placeCl ourselves in a posItion, not merely
to ride these currents, but to co-operate with
them and increasingly to guide them. It was
the movement of the masses which was the
force that changed the whole face of American
politics.

Let us try to get a closer ldea of the nature
of the change in the political structure of the
parties that took place, making the Republican



and Democratic parties something different
from what they were be fore. For generations
t he two-party system of American capit alism
wa s based upon a regionalism that roughly
cor responded to basic economic groups. These
were the in dustr ial banking North, the cotton
tobacco South, the wh eat -dair y- livestock- m in 
ing West. The party struggle was largely be
t ween the bourgeoisie of these three regions for
their special interests. They brought forward
such issues m addition as were considered
necessary to undermine the mass following of
the rival group, or to wh ip up their own sup
por ters to gr eat er enthusiasm. With Repub
licans as th e p arty of Northern capitalism, and
Democra ts that of the special agrarianism of
th e South, the basic problem of their conflict
was always wh ich of them would win the al
legiance of the West. This regionalism was
accentuated by the federal system of govern
mental structure, with its 48 sovereign states.
The basic class antagonisms rarely broke
through this superstructure to find any clear
expression in the parties and issues in national
politics.

If this t ra dit ion al structure of the two-party
system had r emained int act, there is little doubt
that the L iterary Digest straw ballot would have
been as prophetic in 1936 as it had been in four
previous Presidential elections. The Literary
Digest came to disaster because it overlooked
one little fact; the dominant line of political
groupings was no longer the vertical one of
regionalism, but the horizontal one of class
stratification. Because their sample votes were
taken overwhelmingly among the upper classes
-automobile owners and telephone subscribers
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-they reflected the general current of these
classes toward Landon and the Republicans,
but overlooked the contrary current among the
poorer strata in the opposite direction. (\Jb-:

. f ,c. ~ -Q.Class groupings came or ward as the de- ~.

cisive factor in the 1936 elections, sweeping over ~ I · ' JVwI"
and submerging the old regional traditions and <;.~
int erest s. That is one of the chief reasons for I I I~
Roosevelt's sweeping majority. The speed With~ . ....
which this took place, its extent which left out~ ,-.4'
only Maine and Vermont (the stagnant ex-
treme ' Northeast), its volume with a majOrity~
of 1l,OOO,OOo--aIl these indicate that this change - IU
is not accidental or temporary, but a per- V- ~~

manent new direction of American political Iife.~
This regrouping on cla ss lines came to the

fore on the initiative taken by the big monop
olists, in the organization of the notorious Lib
erty League, and the subsequent mobilization
of the American Bankers' Association, the
United states Chamber of Commerce, the Na
tional Manufacturers' Association, and all sim
ilar bodies under the direct control of Wall
Street. Their policy was directed toward
shelving Roosevelt and his policies in favor of
the Republican candidate-any Republican,
they thought, could be elected by them. They
were even agreed, as their reactionary literary
servant, Mencken, expressed it, that a China
man could beat Roosevelt with all that money
power behind him. But the masses, although
stirring with discontent against Roosevelt's
policies, took fright at this unprecedented con
centration of all their most pitiless exploiters,
and rallied around Roosevelt to defeat Wall
Street. When the fascist Hearst added his
voice to that hymn of hate the issue became
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quite definite for the masses. Roosevelt's vic
to ry was won for him in the first pl ace by t h e
ch ar acter of his enemies. Their campaign of
hatred wa s his greatest political asset, as he
h imself recog n ized in his M adison Square Gar
de n speech.

Equally significant was th e n ega tive influ
ence of t h e daily newspapers in the elect ion s .
The big majority of them actively supported
Lan don, estimates running from 65 p er cent to
85 per cent. The remainder, wi th few excep
tion s, were lukewarm in their support and full
of reservations. The more t he newspapers
turned against Roosevelt, the m or e t h e masses
turned toward him. They h ad le arned that
newspa pers represented and spoke for their
worst enem ies and oppressors.

The unprecedented "R ed scare" that was
staged aga in st Roosevelt also strengthened the
sent iment of the masses in his favor. Of course,
no one could seriously credit the cries of "Com
munist", "revolution", "Moscow", '.'red flag",
and so on, that filled the air for weeks. When
for a full week the newspapers deba t ed whether
it was r eally true that the Communists asked
their followers to vote for Roosevel t , t h ey suc
ceeded in doing more than diverting a few
hundred t h ousa n d votes away from Us in his
direct ion . They also convinced millions. al
rea dy alarm ed , that this t ypical Hitle r -Hea rs t
t rick stam ped the dominan t f eatur es of the :
Landon cam p as fascist. Thus th e gr ea t mass
of ant i- fascis t sentiment was directed to Roose
velt. The defeat of almost every Red-baiting
candidate in the election was one of its major
features. Red-baiters lost out no matter what
group th ey operated within. Another t ypical
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trait of the Landon campaign which confirmed
mass opinion of its fascist direction was its
demagogic and contradictory promises of all
things to all men.

Roosevelt also gathered to his support the
mass peace sentiments prevalent among the
people. Without putting forward any definite
peace program, he could still shine in com
parison with Landon, whose jingoist tendencies
were emphasized by the support, of the muni
tion lords and warmongers generally for his
candidacy.

Another boomerang for Landon was the Re
publican attack upon the weaknesses of the
Social Security Act, and the attempt to enter
into competition with Roosevelt in promises.
The result was to press Roosevelt into making
his Madison Square Garden speech wi th his
pledge for shorter hours, higher wages, an end
to sweatshops .and child labor, collective. bar
gaining through trade unions, and his slogan
that "for all these things we have only just
begun to fight". These promises aroused the
enthusiasm and support of the workers, where
Roosevelt's record during his first term had
left them cold or indifferent. Again the Roose
velt majority was swelled and given even more
the character of a class line-up, of a crusade
against Wall Street and reaction.

The election results discredited and drove
from public life, at least temporarily, the fas
cist radio priest, Father Coughlin. For a time
the Union Party looked formidable, when it
promised to unite the agrarian following of
Lemke, the old-age pension movement of Dr.
Townsend, the followers of the radio priest,
Father Coughlin, and the remnants of the



Huey Long Share-the-Wealth movement under
Rev. Gerald K. Smith. For a short while it
succeeded in penetrating state-wide Farmer
Labor Parties in Iowa and Michigan, and even
seriously threatened to influence the successful
Farmer-Labor Party in Minnesota.

Only the determined and relentless cam
paign of exposure and opposition, led and or
ganized in the first place by the Communists,
smashed the influence of Lemke and Coughlin
in one after another of their strongholds and
finally brought them to an inglorious collapse,
completely isolating them from the Farmf'r
Labor movement. They received only a frac
tion of their expected vote. The Union Party
fully justified our judgment of it, as the van
guard for the reactionary campaign, laying the
ground for more reactionary slogans, as when
Father Coughlin raised the issue of bullets to
overthrow a possible "dictatorship" of Roose
velt. Its collapse was of the same general po
litical significance as that of the Republican
Party, of which it was an auxiliary.

Negative proof of the correctness of the
course of the Communist Party is given by the
debacle of the Socialist Party. The Socialist
Party took a diametrically opposite course to
our line on every tactic. Demoralized by the
bankruptcy of opportunist Social-Democracy in
Europe, the Socialist Party still rejected the
proposals of the Communist Party for a united
front, came out :n principle against the Peo
ple's Front in America and advocated its
liqu ida t ion in France and Spain. It tried to
f ind a new course, by sUbmitting to the poison
o us influence of Trotskyism and by amalga
m a t in g with the Trotskyites. The Socialist



Party opposed and tried to disrupt the Farmer
Labor Parties in the various states, it denounced
Labor's Non-Partisan League, it 'declar ed that
the only issue of importance was the immediate
transition to socialism, but for this Left-sound
ing slogan gave a m ost reformist interpreta
tion. By this course the Socialist Party played
into the hands of its Right-wing elements and
came to an unprincipled split with its local
organizations, which had somewhat of a mass
base in Connecticut and Pennsylvania; it spli t
with the New York Old Guard which h ad trade
union connections; and only saved a split in
Wisconsin by making that state an "exception"
which resulted in the practical liquidation of
the Socialist Party into the Farmer-Labor Pro
gressive Federation. Its course brought about
the public resignation from the Socialist Party
of many members prominent in trade union
work and the withdrawal of others from prac
tical politics, both of Right and Left tendencies. •
Its whole campaign was a frantic grasping for
votes for itself at all costs, but it failed of this
aim more completely than ever in its history.
The total vote will be only 20 per cent of that
of four years ago and less than half of the
Socialist Party vote in 1900, when it made its
first national campaign.

The Socialist Party is, as a result of its sec
tarian course, its opportunist and inept cam
paign, now in a deep crisis, with its lower or
ganizations ravaged by the bitter factional
struggle for complete control being waged by
the Trotskyites. We must offer to all sincere
Socialists our sympathetic help in solving their
difficult problems.



TWO

What Follows After the
Roosevelt Victory

Now , let us pass on to a consideration of what
follows after the Roosevelt victory. The

balloting on Nov. 3 could be called "the great
repudiation". The large majority of people

. were first of all voting against Hearst. against
the Liberty League, against Wall street, against
Landon, against reaction, fascism and jingoism.
That is the first and most important signifi
cance of the elections. It was a smashing de
feat for reaction. But, though defeated, the
forces of reaction were not routed. They are
reforming their lines for new attacks, preparing
new methods to gain the same ends they sought
in the election. Forced to drop their plans to
challenge the validity of the election, which
they clearly had in mind in expectation of a
close vote, the reactionaries, faced with a tre
mendous majority for Roosevelt, suddenly
turned an about face and began to make love
to Roosevelt. Hearst, who the day before elec
tion denounced him in the same terms as he .
does the Communists, against whom he incites
lynch law, suddenly found in Roosevelt the
qualities of an Andrew Jackson of the twen
tieth century.

If Roosevelt wants support from them, the
reactionaries tell the world, he can get all he



wants, for a "sane" policy that will curb the
"wild m en" who got into Congress in the land
slide, in far too large numbers for reactionary
com for t . The defeated reactionaries hoped to
recoup their fortunes through the Democratic
Right wing, t h roug h influencing Roosevel t ,
through splittin g the Democra tic Party, and
through the Supreme Court.

The Communist Party sees in the over
whelming defeat of reaction in th e elections a
great opp or tun it y for the forces of the People's
Front to move forward, for labor to achieve
some of its demands, for all of the oppressed
to win improvements in t h eir situation . But
this cann ot be done if we sit and wait for
someone to bring things to us on a platter. It
will no t h appen if the masses rely upon Roose-,..
velt. Progress can only come if we use the 1
opportunity for organization and struggle on a \ ..-/'
broader and more determined line than ever
before.

Evidence that millions of workers under
s ta n d this point is to be seen in the rising
movement in various industries, in marine, steel,
clothing, textile and others. These workers
knew that now is the favorable time to gain
demands, but that without organiza tion and
st r uggle nothing will happen. There is a
mounting mood of confidence a n d readiness to
struggle. This is the mood that m ust be
roused, stim ulated and organized t o drive the
wh ole m ovement forward fo r the People's Front.

Of course , the Democratic P arty leaders and
Roosevelt want nothing of the kin d. They want
everyone to be quiet and wait for whatever the
new Congress will bring them. The Demo-



cratic Party wants to restore good relations
with its extreme Right wing and with the reac-

;:
\\9- tionaries generally and still continue to absorb

..or.. all Farmer-Labor Party sentiment and prevent
~ >' ~ its crystallization.

& J , The A. F. of L. Executive Council, instead of
§' . V' I. leading the labor movement forward, pulls back
11'_~./ and condemns even such hesitant efforts as
J> X, Labor's Non-Partisan League and the C. 1. O.'s
r ~ steel drive. It is ready to split the whole labor
r¥'" movement rather than permit progress.

The C. 1. O. unions, while moving forward
for industrial organization, are marking time
politically, waiting for new developments in
stead of helping bring them about. The state
ment of Labor's Non-Partisan League after the
elections sounded only the call to be alert and
to be ready for a possible realignment in 1940,
but there was not a word about helping create
this realignment. We can by no means agree
with this passive attitude but must point out
that it is an obstacle to progress. .

The employing class is naturally aware of
the mounting spirit for struggle of the masses
and they are trying to head it off. That is the
significance of the large number of voluntary
pay increases that have been announced since
the elections.

Only the organization and struggle of the
masses, independent of capitalist parties and
politicians, will realize their demands and ex
pectations, through Congress and outside of
Congress, and prepare the way for greater con
cessions later on.

True, the masses have "great expectations" ,
as the New York Times expressed it , as a re -



sult of the defeat of reaction. 'TIley beli eved
in th e promises m ade to them. They expect
higher wages and lower hours, with p ro t ec t ion
of t h e right of collective bargaining and trade
union organiza tion. They expect adequate re
lie f and publi c wor ks to care for t h e eleven
m ill ion unemploy ed ; and they are in the mood
for sharp struggle to a chieve these. They ex
pect the i.mprovement of the old-age pensions
a n d social secu r ity law, and their extension to
the whole population. They expect the wiping
out of sweat-shops and child labor. The Ne
groes expec t some of the equality that Ickes
talked to t hem about. The farmers expect
more relief f rom their burdens. The young
pe ople expect further help from the gover n 
m ent. The m asses expect a curb to be pl aced
on the usurped powers of the Supreme Court.
'TIley expect th e United States to take a n ac
ti ve part in preserving peace in the world. They
expect greater civil liberties.

All of these grea t expectations constitute the
mandate given to Roosev elt by t he overwhelm
ing majority of his 27,000,000 supporters. It(
is these great ex pect a t ions which must be trans
for m ed into the moving force for the creation
of the P eople's Front an d the independent strug
gle and organiza tion to realize these things.

'TIle cr us h in g defeat of the R epublicans
h as tened t h e disintegration of t h e old two -part y
system . It brough t closer the growing split of
the Democr a ti c P arty, t h e p arty which united
progress ive an d reactionary elements in t h e
elect ion, elements which cannot long continue
in the same pa rt y. It strengt h ened all the
progressive tendencies among the voting popu
lation. All these things improve a n d broaden
the prospects for the building of the People's



Front. We can say that these prospects are
much better than ever before.

But at the same time, while improving and
broadening the prospects for a national Farmer
Labor Party, this very progress brings about
a temporary delay in the organizational unity
of all these forces in a definite national organ
ization. Now more than ever there is a fear
among many progressives of prematurely form
ing such a party and thereby narrowing it
down, leaving behind and outside serious forces
which can be brought in a little later or in a
different form.

We want to hasten the formation of a na
tional Farmer-Labor Party as much as possible.
It was the absence of such a party in the last
elections which seriously held back the growth
of labor's power. Even the national applica
tion of the tactic of the American Labor Party
in New York would have been a great advance.
The closest thing we got to a national concen
tration of the Farmer-Labor Party forces was
the valuable but very limited Chicago Confer
ence of May 30. This produced no effective
organization but only a platform. The Chicago
platform alone, however, by its stimulating ef
fect on all local movements, proved the tremen
dous role that can and will be played by a really
effective national united front of all the pro
gressive movements and organizations. That
is what we have in mind when we call for a
national Farmer-Labor Party.

We must soberly estimate, however, the
moods and trends among the broad progressive
ranks. We must find the way to unite the
movements already outside of and independent
of the Democratic Party and Progressive Re
publicans together with those that are still
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maturing within the old parties, and
ready for full independence. T:!.!h~· ~~~~~"-In

must conceive of the People' n
. ader sea e an mere y e existing Farmer

orgamza 10 _ We mus con 1V d""\
of it on a sea e th at will unite the forces in "-~
the Farmer-Labor Party and other progressives ,.....\._~
together with those forces crystallized in some ~\,..
form or other but not yet independent of the .l (
old parties. , ( . II'!'"

Our experience in Washington and Califor- . 'r Wo
nia confirms the correctness of this judgment .~
Ther e is not the sligh test doubt that we were V
correct in es ta blish ing the united front of these -\;;;
movem ents which were not yet independent of
the Democratic Party. The struggle to realize
the manda te of the elections will still further
broad en and crystallize those progressive move
ments. We cannot, like Norman Thomas, wash
our hands of the se growing movements and de-
mand that they spring forth overnigh t fuJly
grown and mature, before we will recogn ize and
work with them. We must be ready to help
them through birth pangs and nurture them
through all the difficulties of infancy.

There cannot be a blue-print which will an 
swer by formula how the People's Front is to
develop uniformly throughout the country. We
must study the re al forces at work among the
people and their relations concretely, and find
a way acc eptable to these progressive forces
whi ch will unite th em on a stat e scale, an d
later nationally. This broader unity will h ave
to, for a time, at least, include in most places
forces outside and inside of the two old parties.
This is a necessity at present for the develop
ment of the Farmer-Labor Party on a broad
mass basis.



More than ever now, we must emphasize that
in the People's Front, and in the existing Farm
er-Labor Parties which already realize in part
the P eople's Front, we are not trying to obtain
a camouflage for the Socialist and Communist
Parties. In the People's Front we must at all
costs include non-socialist progressives who will
for a longer or shorter time be the overwhelm
ing majority Our aim in the People's Front is

amze he majority of the people in the
shortest possible time, against the worst reac
tionaries and exploiters, and get the maximum
possible control of the government in the hands
of this progressive majority. And we must say
that the results of the election showed, more
than we ever saw before, the possibility of
achieving this.

Roosevelt and his close supporters, of course,
want to create the impression that the people
already have achieved this goal through his re
election. This illusion if not fought against can
become an obstacle to the further growth of the
People's Front. It will be fully dispersed only
in the course of struggle , in independent strug
gle on the economic and political field to realize
the great expectations of the workers; first of
all in the industries, in the fight for wages,
h ours an d unionization, an d , second, in the leg
islative assemblies of the states and the national
congress in the fight for social anc labor leg
islation.

We do not need to waste time, as some peo
ple do , in speculations as to whether Roosevelt
will turn Ri ght or Left, although our prediction
of a Right turn by Roosevelt as expressed before
election is being realized in the administration's
relief policy today. From past experience we



know th a t his course will be determined in its
major aspects entirely by the course of the road.
Roosevelt always tries to find the middle of
the road. If the road turns right he turns right.
If the road turns left, he will turn left. The
road of national life will be determined not by
Roosevelt's mind or tendency, but by the rela
tionsh ip of forces, by the independent struggle
of the masses in the economic and political
fields. A strong and successful movement t o
organize the mass production industries will
change the course of government and of Roose
velt to the Left more than all the persuasive
arguments in the world.

Likewise, we need not be afraid that the
workers and farmers will win too much through
Roosevelt and will thus dull their appetite for
more and make them conservative. We must
encourage the masses to win everything possible
th rough the election victory of Roosevelt, show
ing them that this can only be done through
organization and struggle, and through political
independence from Roosevelt. We can be quite
sure that every gain under these conditions
will only sharpen their appetite for more, while
having increased their knowledge and their
power to gain more.

Neither do we need to speculate on the ques
tion as to whether on a national scale the Peo
ple's Front will be realized only in the form of
a Farmer-Labor Party, or through its combina
tion with other forms of organization and
struggle of the masses. It is sufficient at this
moment to take note of the necessity in many
sta tes to work for a time at least also through
broader and less definitely crystallized forms
th an the Farmer-Labor Party. What- will finally
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come out on a national scale will to a large
degree be determined by the relation of forces
within the Roosevelt following, between reac
tionary and progressive trends and forces. A
split in that following is sure to come, but its
form on a national scale is still impossible to
predict with certainty. In this struggle we will
also participate, and we will have many dif
ficult, complicated, and dangerous problems to
solve in organizing and influencing the masses
in the struggles that take place within the Dem
ocratic Party anddn some progressive sections
of the Republican Party.

Just a word about the economic prospects
after the election. We do not need to take time
for any extended economic analysis. It is clear
that production and economic activity in al
most every industry are definitely continuing
upward. Production is approaching pre-crisis
levels. But the most important fact is that this
still leaves a mass of unemployed in America,
variously estimated from 9 to 14 million. This,
together with the forces always preparing a
new collapse, guarantees that this so-called
prosperity will not reach even that relative
mass of people that it has in previous periods,
and that it will be even shorter in duration,
independent of the changes that may be brought
about by world political developments such as
world war.

The election results strengthened the fight
for the unity 'of the working class and of the
trade union movement. This is of central im
portance, for without the firm leadership and
hegemony of the working class which can be
exercised only through its unity, the broader
People's Front cannot be realized.
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The fight for working class unity which for
us still means the historic task of the organi
zation of the tens of millions of the unorgan
ized workers, and especially the workers in the
basic and mass production industries, today
confronts us with the special and immediate
task of fighting a gainst the spreading of the
division in the organized labor movement, of
fighting for the re-unification of the American
Federation of Labor. .

Our Party has throughout the whole of this
critical period in the trade union movement
thrown its full weight in the fight to maintain
the unity of the American Federation of Labor
and against the splitting policies of the reac
tionary leaders of the Executive Council. Now
the 56th Convention of the A. F. of L ., by its
endorsement of the suspensions, has taken a
step which increase s the threat of a long time
split in the trade union movement. We shall
redouble our efforts in the fight for trade union
unity, for the unity of the American Federation
of Labor. The statement of the Central Com
mittee condemning the split, issued immediate
ly after the Tampa Convention had confirmed
the suspension of the C.I.O. unions, furnishes
the guide for our tasks in this flight.

We must examine in detail the application
of this statement to the specific situation and
find very carefully the correct line in the com
plicated problems that will exist in the many
industries and in many trade unions. Again
we have to say that there is no formula which
automatically gives us an answer to these prob
lems. Only carefUl study of the concrete situa
t ion will enable us to find the correct, the most
effect ive, answer in the fight for unity.
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But let it be clearly understood that we are
not going to be fooled by empty talk about
unity. We will always expose, as we have in
the past, those who play with the word unity
and use it to cover up their reactionary and
splitting policies and tactics. There are those
who, in the name of unity, would surrender to
the reactionaries and compromise or abandon
the basic struggle to unite the workers in steel,
auto, rubber, chemical, and other mass pro
duction industries. Against this false cry of
unity, which William Green used so demagog
ically to demand surrender to r-eaction at the
Tampa Convention, we must unite all progres
sives in firm solidarity. Practical compromises
to adjust the particular claims of particular
craft unions to this basic program are, of
course, allowable, and no one would think of
rejecting them in principle beforehand. But
such practical compromises are possible only
when the reactionary Executive Council has
opened the door for them by abandoning its
demand for unconditional surrender of the pro
gressives in their fight for working class unity.

Recently Comrade Dimitroff, in his article on
Spain, recalled to our memory the clear, firm
words of Lenin on unity which are of great
value in connection with this problem to the
American trade union movement:

"The workers really need unity. And the
thing that must be understood above all else
is that apart from the workers themselves, no
one will 'gi ve' them unity, no one is able to
help their unity. Unity must not be 'prom
ised'-this will be an empty boast. self-de
ception. Unity must not be 'made' out of
'agreement' between little groups of intellec
tuals-this is an error of the saddest, most
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naive and ignorant type. Unity must be won,
and only by the workers themselves. The
conscious workers themselves are capable of
achieving this-by stubborn and insistent
work.

"Nothing is easier than to wr it e th e word
'u ni ty' in letters a yard high, to promise unity,
to 'proclaim ' oursel ves as adherents of unity.
But, in re ali ty, unity can onl y be advan ced by
work and the organization of the progressive
workers, of all conscious workers. . . .

"This is not SO easy. It requires work,
insistence, the rallying together of all con
scious workers. But without work, the unity
of the workers is out of the question."

So Lenin spoke some twenty years ago about
unity, on the eve of the World War. And it
is in this spirit that we today fight for working
class unity, for the unity of the American Fed
eration of Labor. The fight for gen uin e tra~e\
union unity is a fight for the triumph within
the labor movement of the principles enunci
a ted and supported in action by the Commit
tee for Industrial Organization. The establis -
ment of this principle is an ab solute necessity t-

for the further growth, for the very existence,y~
finally, of the trade union movement. It is
a ne cessaor condition for th e preservat ion of

"''"democr acy in the United States foh he salva-=-
ion 0 our country from rea ctio n , fascism and
w~ a IS why we must say, without the
'STIgh t est equivocatton, that the struggle to re
alize the principles of the C. 1. O. is the first
demand up on every progressive as well as every
rev olutionary worker. It is 'the struggle for the /
unity of th e 'Working class. /
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There can be no real working class unity so
long as some 25,000,000 workers, of whom some
10,000,000 are in the mass production indus
tries, are unorganized. This does not in the
least mean that we underestimate the impor
tance and significance of the four million or
ganized ' wor ker s, the most decisive sections of
which are in the unions affiliated to the C. 1. O.
and in the independent railroad brotherhoods.

Can you imagine If we succeeded in the fu
ture, and that is our aim, to help organize the
entire working class, its decisive sections, in
genuine industrial unions, under real progres
sive labor leadership, how that would change
the entire picture of the class relations within
the country? What impetus that would give
to the independent role of the working class
in shaping, formulating and influencing the
policies and life of all the people in our great
country? That certainly would be a guarantee
that the mandate to Roosevelt in the elections
would be fulfilled.



THREE

The Accomplishments and
Shortcomings of the

.Communist Party

WE HAVE already evaluated the main ac-
complishments of the Party in the previous

section of the report. We have seen how our
Party strategy proved correct by the results,
and by the immensely improved position of the
Party in relation to all the progressive forces in
the country. We are in conflict only with those
forces which are holding back the movement;
we have increasingly close cooperation with all
forces helping to drive the labor movement for
ward to new strength and achievements; above
all we have deepened and broadened our ties
with the masses.

Some comrades are still influenced by the
idea that the Party vote is the only correct
measure of our achievements. To the degree
that they are influenced by this idea they are
somewh a t pessimistic because our vote did not
show any great jump forward. These corn
rades look upon our refusal to go into head-on
collision with the progressive labor mo vement,
in sharp competition for votes, like Norman
Thomas did, as a sacrifice necessary to assure
that Landon would not be elected. Therefore,
th ey ask us why we did not change our posl-
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tion in the last days before election, when it
was becoming clear that Roosevelt would be
elected. They wonder why we did not swing
over to the Thomas tactic of grabbing the ut
most possible votes for ourselves at the last
minute (even though this failed so signally to
win votes for Thomas).

To pose such a question reveals a shallow
understanding of our whole strategy and a
wrong evaluation of our accomplishments. Let
us throw light on this question from another
angle. Suppose that our proposals last summer
for a National Farmer-Labor Party had been
adopted by the progressive movement. Then
we would have withdrawn our national ticket
entirely. But we would have made an equally
energetic campaign without getting any sepa
rate Communist Party vote at all as a result.
Would our doubting comrades still have kept
their eyes fixed on the C. P. vote, this time
zero, and feared that we had disappeared en
tirely from the political scene? Of course not.
Clearly, it would have been recognized as a
much greater victory. However, the urgent need
for a united front, which everyone felt, was
realized in another and less satisfactory way
under such circumstances that we could not
fight against it-the united front of the labor
and progressive forces around Roosevelt.

We foresaw, before the campaign opened,
that our separate vote would register only our
irreducible minimum and not our maximum
influence. This was inherent in the situation
and our strategy. There is nothing to weep
about. We do not have to explain away our vote
by special local circumstances or special weak
nesses on our part. Weaknesses there were
aplenty in our campaign but they must not



be sought in this question of the relation of
our influence and our vote. There is no direct
relation between them at all. Not to under
stand this is to have a very narrow under
standing of E;e whole strategy of the Peopl~s1
Front, which IS" not a mere electIOn tactlc but
a strategy fOf a whole perIod. .... •

Where our strategy was realized in its most
satisfactory form-as in Minnesota-we had no
state ticket at all, but were among the most
effective campaigners for the Farmer-Labor
ticket. Does that mean that we were weakened
in that state? On the contrary, we made the
greatest advance of Communist influence among

. the masses, precisely there. Equally significant
were our advances in Wisconsin which again
can in no wise be measured by our separate vote.
Even in the very unsatisfactory American Labor
Party in New York, with its crude organization
from the top alone, there were greater advances
of our influence than would have accompanied
a situation where the American Labor Party
was absent, even though that had meant a
higher C'ommunist Party vote. We made greater
advances with the lower vote in New York with
the American Labor Party in the field than we
could have made with a higher vote and the
American Labor Party not in existence.

Then, too, we should point out one possible
development which was not realized but which
might have occurred if the progressive leaders
had taken only a part of our advice. Suppose
these leaders and their organizations had
adopted our proposal for a National Farmer
Labor Party convention, including the Socialists
and the Communists. Suppose that this con
vention had come together and formed a na-



tional Farmer-Labor P arty with all or u s In it,
arid then decided to place Roosevelt at the head
of the ticket nattonally, like the American Labor
Party did in New York, but followed it up with
state Farmer-Labor Party tickets wherever pos
sible. Under such circumstances would the So
cialist Party and the Communist Party have
accepted the discipline of such a broad national
united front of all progressives? Would we have
refrained from putting forward our own in
dependent tickets and supported the Farmer
Labor Party ticket even with Roosevelt at the
head? I venture t o say that under such con- .
ditions we would almost surely have done so.
The united People's Front and the cause of so- .
cialism as well would have been advanced much
more than by what actually happened in the
election campaign.

One of the greatest accomplishments of our
Party in this campaign was that it began to
learn how, even with small forces, to find its
road in the midst of the most complicated polit
real situation-we drove in the center of a na
tional political storm toward a definite goal,
without ever losing sight of it, and without al
lowing our forces to be broken up, dispersed or
demoralized, but rather gaining strength and
clarity out of it all. This ability is the hall
mark of Bolshevism and to the degree that our
Party demonstrated this ability, we can say that
we are in the process of becoming a real Bol
sbevik Party.

Can anyone, even our worst enemies, deny
that the Communist Party played an important
role in the campaign; that millions of people
thought that what the Communist Party had
to say was of serious importance, that millions



were influenced in their thinking and their ac
tions by the Communist Party? No one can
deny tbis undisputed fact. Can anyone say
that we lost our heads at any moment, that we
hesitated, or doubted at any point, that our
strategical or tactical lim! was ever blurred or
unclear or had to be changed? It is possible to
differ with us but it is not possible to say that.
Everyone recognized that the Communist Party
was an exceptionally effective striking force
precisely because of its conviction and clarity.
its drive and unity. That is another of the ball
marks of Bolshevism.

Can anyone deny that in this campaign the
Communist Party broke through and smashed
.t h e legend of our enemies that our Party is
something foreign, imported from abroad, not
organically a part of the American political
scene? No one can deny that we thoroughly
established our Party as an American Party,
that our slogan-"Communism is 20th Century
Americanism"-registered deeply with the Amer
ican people. This was a great achievement.
This Is also a sign of Bolshevism.

Can anyone deny that in this campaign the
Communist Party smashed the conspiracy to
outlaw it, to rouse a pogrom spirit in America
against the Communists, to drive us out of
politics? We forced our Party on the ballot in
states that had passed laws designed especially
t:> keep it off. Where, as in illinois, we were
kept off the ballot it was by arbitrary violation
of the letter and spirit of the election laws,
unreasonable as they were, or as in Florida,
where the law now even excludes the Republican
Party. When in Terre Haute and Tampa, and
against Comrade Ford in Durham and Toledo,
mob action was resorted to, this did not rouse
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the count ry against us, as the reactionaries
hoped, but we turned the attacks into the most
effective boomerang whereby we r alli ed even
large sections of the capitalist pr ess to speak
in our de fense, and won n ew sympathy from
millions who were formerly indifferent to us.
Her e also is a great achievement.

Turning to the more technical a spects of
the campaign, one can list among our a chieve
ments the effective use, for the first time, of
t he r adio. We reached millions with our me s
sa ge nationally, and in many districts also on
a local scale. This must by all m eans be fol
lowed up and made a permanent part of our
technique.

Our campaign literature was upon a h igher
political level, more effective and was distributed
in fa r gr ea ter quantities than ever before in
the history of our Party. wnno much more
could have been done with this task and litera
ture distribution was seriously neglected in
many pl aces, yet this still remains one of the
strong points of the campaign.

The political rallies organized in the most
important cities on a national plan were taken
up most seriously by the district organizers
and as a rule were models of effective political
and or ganizational work, in which thousands of
people participated in a responsible way. Un
fortunately these models were not energetically
followed everywhere in handling the thousands
of lesser meetings, wh ich left much to be
desired.

Contrast the growth of the influence of our
Party with the catastrophic decline of the So
cialist Party, its growing inner crisis and one
will at once get the different results of two
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different policies. The S. P . policy flowed from
r eform ism , sectarianism, influenced by counter
revolu t ion ar y Trotskyism; our policy was built
on Lentrrism correctly applied to the present
situa t ion.

Let· us now turn attention to some of the
most serious weaknesses and shortcomings of
th e campa ign. First of all we must speak of
the entirely unsatisfactory state of the recruit
m ent of new members. Our membership grew
but there was not an increase in tempo to keep
pace with our heightened activity and broad
ened contacts. Our units, sections and districts
wer e not able to keep this task in the center
of their attention. It constantly slipped into
the background and was forgotten in favor of
th e more exciting and spectacular sides of the
ca m paign. Concentrated attention to impyr
tan t industries and localities was also too often
for got t en and the Party slipped back too much
int o the old diffused general approach agai t
which we have struggled for years.

This means that our lower units showed a
t en den cy to drift and become the playthings of
spon t an eous development instead of taking
ch ar ge of this development and directing it to
a conscious goal. That such a thing could hap
pen proves th a t the units and sections did not
con duct planned wor k , that they were not the
or gan izat ion a l center which directed the ac
t ivit ies of t h e membership toward pre-deter
min ed goals. This is precisely the condition
tha t we find u pon direct examination of the
wor k of the units and sections. Their work
remain ed too much a matter of routine handed
d own from above. Their initiative was low.
th eir in n er life unattractive and uninteresting ;
as a result they d id not become the centers of
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radiating energy, the dynamos of the Party.
The decisive centers of Party activity down
below were too much divorced from the units
and sections, and did not find in them their
basis and support. In fact, they forgot t he cen
tral task of making the units and sections
concentration points and radiating media of
all phases of the campaign.

Closely connected with this and flowing out
of it is the unsatisfactory quality of much of
the local and neighborhood campaigning. There
was mechanical repetition of the speeches and
formulations of the national spokesmen and
national literature, without any effort at in
dependent local application and tying up of
national issues with concrete local problems.
Further, when local concrete applications were
attempted there was too often a lack of care
and precision, a sloppiness and carelessness and
sometimes even a vulgarization of our policies
which was very harmful. Such things could
pass uncorrected only because the units and
sections were not alert, and were not checking
up on the conduct of the campaign, not con
ducting it as a collective undertaking but as
isolated individual efforts. The struggle for a
higher quality in all our work from top to bot
tom is the only answer to these problems.

In facing and solving the complicated prob
lems of intensive work among the masses, and
simultaneously building and strengthening the
Party organizations and their role, a clear un
derstanding of the characteristic Bolshevik ap
proach and conception of the"Party is required.
A large part of our membership is new and un
schooled in these problems. It requires con
stant educational work to transform these



members into conscious Bolsheviks-a task still
most seriously neglected. Another part of the
membership, longer in the Party, has become
fixed in old careless bad habits, which have
not been weeded out. Some of the local organ
izat ion s have become careless and loose in their
a ppr oach to Party organization and its regular
fun ct ioning on the false grounds that this was
what we meant when we warned against over
loading the members with work beyond their
powers.

Out of a loose and careless approach to the
organizational building of the Party, there arise
all sorts of political weaknesses and even de
via t ion s. There arise again examples or the
old discredited theories of "mass work first"
a t the expense of neglecting the Party, and
th en the opposit e and equally wrong theories
of "Party work first" at the expense of neglect
ing the mass work.

Lenin taught us that true revolutionists neverr
for a moment allow such artificial separation
of "Party" and "mass". Mass work without
the simultaneous growth and strengthening of
th e Party is in danger of opportunist liquida
ti on, while Party work divorced from direct and
im m edi a t e connection with the masses will tend
in the direction of sectarian barrenness and
degen er at ion . The constant connection and in
te rr ela t ion between Party and mass work must
becom e the dominant fe a ture of our Party life,
in units, sections and districts, if our Party is
to exert its maximum influence in directing the
mill ions of American workers and their allies
on to the load of the People's Front and even
tu ally to socialism.

That these problems still exist for us is proven
by the weakness and shortcomings of the elec-
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tion campaign. It will be necessary to pay criti
cal attention to all these features of our
Party life. making use of our election experi
ences to drive out all looseness and careless
ness, and to replace these characteristics by
those of responsibility and vigilance through
out the Party.

Summing up this examination of the
Party's role in the election campaign, we can
say that despite serious weaknesses and short- .
comings which must receive sustained and de
tailed attention at this Central Committee
meeting and after, the Party followed a cor
rect and consistent line which improved its
position in every respect. Our Party demon
strated a growing political maturity and
emerged as an important force in national life.
We gained the sympathetic attention of mil
lions and influenced them, and our Party now
stands in an excellent situation to face the
next tasks, much greater tasks, toward which
we must now direct our attention.



FOUR

The Tasks of the Party and
the Mass Struggles Ahead

I DIVIDE this section into four groups of prob-
lems. First, I shall deal with the problems

and tasks of the coming economic struggles of
the working class and of building its organiza
tions. That includes the persistent fight for
the unity of the working class, for the unity of
the trade union movement. Secondly, I sh all
deal with the next steps in building the
People's Front. Thirdly, I shall deal with t h e
tasks in the fight for peace, how to strengthen
the existing peace movements, and how to or
ganize t h e tremendous peace sentiments of the
American people. F ourthly, I shall t ake up the
problem of how be tter to connect ourselves
with the economic and p olitical activities of
the people, and through a better quality of
Communist work, facilitate the building and
strengthening of our P ar t y.

T o begin with, I shall take up the great
marine strike which occupies the center of the
picture today. This should be some indication
to us of what is going to come in many ot h er
districts of the country. If one compares this
strike with the great strike in the same in
dustry in 1934, on e can see on what a h igher
plane it is this year-how much stronger are
the forces of the marine workers, h ow much
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more widespread is their influence spread in g
to the other sections of the laoor m ovement
and how they a re gaining international sup
port from the French and Mexican longshore
men. That is why Mr. Ryan was in a hurry
to adopt a solidarity strike with the employers
as a means of combatting the solidarity actions
of the workers.

This great battle in marine should become th e
first point of concentration of all the energies
of the Party. Successful results from this
struggle seem quite possible, quite within the
grasp of the workers today, especially if we
rally all possible support to them. They will
have an enormous influence in stimulating and
hastening the growth of similar movements
that are maturing in many other industries all
over the country.

We must not expect the developing str ike
movement just to come in one great sweep in
the next few weeks and spread out all over the
country. It will have its periods, its ups and
downs, but we can expect some real results in
the near future, especially if the reactionary
employers carry through their present inten
tion of halting t he forward move of labor by
ope n repression. The climax of the present de
velopment looks as though it will come about
the t im e wh en the miners' agreement expires
an d wh en the problems in ste el will have come
to a head.

Those of us whose memories abou t former
str uggles are still fresh can remember the les
sons of the past strike struggles. Most of the
things we wrote in the last four years still hold
good, and we should study them carefully. l

The steel drive lagged definitely during the
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period of the election campaign. Since the
elections, it is picking up and gathering head
way again, but I think that even with the rts-'
ing development of the steel campaign, it is
necessary to warn against any relaxation of
the vigilance and persistence of the workers in
organizing a greater drive in steel.

It is necessary also to say that there are still
some districts of our Party which have not yet
taken up the steel campaign with sufficient
seriousness, even though there are important
sections of the industry in their territory. We
cannot really consider ourselves a serious revo
lutionary Party, the vanguard of the working
class, if we are not the most energetic and
constructive organizers in steel. In any place
where the work of the Party among steel work
ers is being neglected, it shows that the Com
munists in these territories are keeping the
Party on a low political level and preventing
the Party from becoming the leading force
among the decisive sections of the working
class. These comrades are keeping the Party
from performing its necessary duties for the
working class. This warning holds true for the
comrades who work in other basic industrial
areas, in textiles, auto, rubber. Other basic in
dustries will soon have, if they do not already
have, the problem of an organization campaign.

In textile we see great struggles developing
that promise much greater achievements than
those of 1934. The situation today is such,
what with the mood of the textile workers, that
if all progressives work right and take the job
seriously, the workers can make many gains.
That is why it is essential for the Communists
to work harder in textile, to give better gutd-
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ance and stand out as the most courageous
workers.

In auto we see new struggles and what ap
pe ars t o be a new move of organization which
is a lready talking in terms of n ew thousands
of union members. More important, all of this
organizing now begins to appear in the center
of the automobile industry and not at its per
ipher y. Due to the concentration of the auto in
dustry in a few centers, wit h h alf a million
workers, it is a special problem in a few dis
tricts and first of a ll for the Michigan district,
which must persistently work among the auto
workers and transmit the experierlces of these
struggles to the working class elsewhere in the
country. But, just as marine, steel and textile
a re national questions for us, so is auto. By the
very nature of the auto industry and the con
centration of capital there, where the bosses
represent the national money power of the
country, it is necessary to have the national
power of the workers mobilized around auto, too.

The next field that must be especially
mentioned is agriculture. The activities there
are tremendously encouraging, showing great
possibilities. Unfortunately, there is a negative
side to the picture, showing in many districts
our neglect of this question. We can't
a ffor d an ywh ere to n eglect the agr icultural
workers. We can't afford to have gaps in our
line in this field. Where work has be en done
and progress made, it has already been suffi
cient t o prove that it can be done everywhere
where ser ious and intelligent attention is given
to it.

The agricultural workers everywhere can
pl ay as big a role in building the labor m ove-



ment and in giving it a progressive tendency as
they pl ayed in the A. F. of L. convention.
They were one of the most significant
groups of representatives present. The same
role can be played in the whole labor move
ment an d in every locality if it is given cor
rect leadership and daily attention. We are
going to demand it of every district . I be
lieve tha t the Central Committee will agree
with this emphasis.

Now about some details in the struggle for
trade union unity and the relations between
the C.I.O. and the Executive Council of the
A. F. of L. We must emphasize what we said
in th e statement of the Central Committee,
wh a t we h ave repeated for the past nine
months : It is necessary to fight to preserve
unity below, in the city councils, in the state
fe derations, to prevent the threat of a split
from being carried through, to put up organ
ized resistance to the plans of the splitters.
Every progressive must emphasize that inter
national unions must not be split by this divi
sion . We think that it would be harmful if
any unions were divided, one section going to
the C.I.O., the other to the A. F. of L. We be
lieve that it is advisable for the existing unions
to act a s a body. We ourselves want to do
everyth ing we can t o align them with the C.I.O.
but under no conditions do we carry that fight
on in such a way as to make a split in that
union. Of course, we will do eve rything to pre
vent the reaction ar ies from splitting off any
section of any union.

It is necessary to emphasize the need of
keeping the C.I.O. forces together. We fight
against any tendencies among the weak-kneed
leaders of some of these unions to abandon the
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fight and surrender to the reactionary policies
of the Executive Council. We emphasize at
every point that under no circumstances will
we allow any weakening of the work of build
ing the progressive movement inside the reac
tionary unions, those still dominated by the re
actionaries. On the contrary, there must be
more systematic work, especially in such or
ganizations as the Carpenters' Union which in
A. F. of L. conventions is voted from the vest
pocket of Wm. Hutcheson, but which down be
low has numerous possibilities of progressive
organization.

We will race and solve in practical work
the special questions that will arise with the
creation of new unions in unorganized sec
tions of industry, as to where the workers
shall be taken. For example, in the possible
organization of some sections of heavy machin
ery, we will have the problem of determining
whether these new unions go into the machin
ists' or into some of the other unions, whether
it be the Amalgamated Association, or what.

Generally, we have been clear on this last
question. We refused to use our forces to carry
sections of newly organized workers away from
the jurisdictional claims of the Machinists
Union over into some of the industrial unions,
where there was a fear that this would in
tensify rivalries and sharpen the split. We
will have to keep that consideration carefully
in mind in facing such problems under the
new circumstances that are arising. We must
understand that under all conditions we are
driving towards creating the foundation, in the
unions controlled by the reactionaries, for the
struggle for unity with the industrial unions.
If we are to organize strong progressive forces,
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we have to give them a political basis on which
they can fight inside the old unions. We mfJ"
not allow the policy of head-on collision be
tween unions to be developed in jurisdictional
struggles where they can be avoided.

The conditions on which unity can be
a ch ieved are the withdrawal of the suspen
sions, the guarantee of the continuous carrying
through of the organization of the mass pro
duction industries into industrial unions, the
restoration of those democratic rights of unions
further infringed upon by the Executive Coun
cil in Tampa, such as the actions taken against
the federal unions, and rescinding the" dicta
torial powers of the Executive Council which
came out of these last decisions.

Let us turn to the unemployed and W.P.A.
workers and their organizations. The unem
ployed . struggles are coming to the fore again
as a key question in the whole political life of
the country. The efforts now being made to
squeeze down W .P.A. and relief expenditures
from Washington, a typical and expected course
of the middle-of-the-roaders of the Roosevelt
administration, are tests to see how much
starvation the workers will stand without fight
ing. We have seen in the last years in "the
relief policy directed from Washington a sys
tem whereby the administration regulates the
flow of relief funds according to the scale of
mass struggles that is put up in the various
loca lit ies. They are constantly shifting their
policies to test out how much resistance and
struggle will be put up in any particular place.
If they get by without any struggle, that
proves to them they were correct in r educing
expenditures. If they have a sharp fight, if
there are collisions with the police and de-
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monstrations and struggles around relief offices,
that proves to them they were wrong, and they
begin to raise expenditures up a li ttle bit again.

~
It is impossible to impress this sort of mental
ity with any kind of language except that of
organization and struggle.

,/' In the period before the elections there was
created a little bit of t h e feeling of security
among the unemployed because things were
rather stable for a time; but the change after
tne elections was so sharp that even the most
enthusiastic supporter of the Roosevelt admin
istration, the New York Post, had to write a
sharp editorial asking, "Who won the elections
anyway?" ·T h ey said t h a t if a person had gone to
sleep just before election day and then awak
ened in New York last week, he would have
thought Landon won the elections, because of
relief cuts that were being carried through. Of
course, Landon didn't Win, and as a result we
have greater possibilities of changing the situ
ation, greater possibilities if we organize and
fight. The unemployed queston for a time has
been pushed into the background of our work
in most places. The question of the unemployed
must come forward because we are faced with
a critical moment ill the whole problem of re
lief and work for the unemployed. How we
will work in directing the mobilization of the
unemployed and bringing the solidarity of the
progressive movement around their actions may
be decisive in determining a lot of other ques
tions not only of the unemployed. The whole
course of the administration in Washington
may hinge on how this first post-election issue
goes, on whether the forces of progress or re
action have the last word t o say.

The gains of unity in the Workers' Alliance
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have been great, but we have not fully ex
ploited these gains and the possibilities of
gains. Now the situation calls for greater at
tention to unemployment issues and unem
ployed struggles and to the unemployed organ
izations, more help and more guidance. These
will encourage the next steps in building the
People's Front.

This brings us to a problem which will prob
ably play a most important role in the next
immediate months, namely, the development of
a legislative program for the new Congress.
Around this legislative program must be built
up a progressive bloc in Congress. And around
these progressive forces a mass movement of
support must be built up in the country. This
is the first step to the next stage in building
th e Farmer-Labor Party.

It is clear what the nature of such a pro
gr am will be. There will be concrete bills, as
far as possible worked out under our influ
ence, making concrete proposals for carrying
through necessary labor and social legislation.
The closest working together with all pos
sible progressive allies in the furtherance of
such bills is an essential prerequisite for their
success.

Where .our point of view does not receive the
broadest support of the progressive forces, we
will have to make, in addition to putting for
war d bills of our formulation, such compro
mises as will be necessary to get a working re
lationship with the other progressives who have
different ideas from us. While frankly declaring
our differences with them, we sometimes will
have to support unsattsractorv bills. In other
cases, as in the question of social security, there
will be the problem of how to fight most effect-
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ively for the Workers' Bill and the same time be
prepared to unite with these circles of progres
sives who will want to improve and amend the
Social Security Bill. We will have to join in
all movements to amend and improve the ex
isting Social Security Act by increasing its cov
erage and requiring the employers to foot the
entire cost. But we will not give up the fight
for the 'Workers' Bill, because the Roosevelt
security act is built upon such unsound prin
ciples that, even if amended, it can never be
converted into an adequate social security sys
tem.

We should also raise the question of a na
tional conference of social and labor legisla
tion, to be held in Washington during the ses
sions of Congress. This should not be decided
by us as something we are going out to carry
through. Rather, there should be a general get
together of all progressive groupings in a na
tional legislative conference, bringing mass
pressure to bear upon Congress in the early
months of its session.

We should raise with our progressive friends
the discussion of possible measures to democ
ratize election rights and practices in the
United States, thereby advancing civil liberties
generally. There should be federal regulation
of all elections involving federal officials which
is now entirely a state affair with resulting
chaos. This is an obstacle to developing a na
tional fight for civil rights.

Following the same approach, there should
be work done on a state scale. We already have
experiences, showing the tremendous value of
state conferences on social and labor legisla
tion. This must certainly be organized in every
state where there are any forces that can be



called together on any serious scale. Progressive
groups in all state legislatures should also be
formed. All this, let me emphasize again, is lay
ing the gr oun dwork for the Farmer-Labor
Party and the People's Front. Only on the basis
of such work can orga n iza tion al measures have
an y serious meaning at all.

We want to giv e special attention to con
solida ting an d extending the existing local and
state Farmer -Labor Part ies . There should be a
warnin g word that in most cases these still
h ave too narrow a base to be sufficient for ex
tensive mass and legislative work. There should
be no pre tense of F armer-Labor Farties where
a mass basis does not exist. It is much better
not to discredit the name of the Farmer-Labor
Party by calling sectarian groupings by this
nam e,

There is a pressing need for permanent re
lations between the Farmer-Labor Parties that
now exist and between them and progressive
groups inside the old parties. We will have to
take up the detailed problems of how these •
br oad progressive movements can participate in
the pri m aries of t h e old parties on a local and
st ate scale, and organize the fight of the pro
gressives against the reactionaries in the
prim ar ies.

A platform of social and labor legislation,
nationally and in each state, furnishes the
foundat ion, the absolutely essential foundation ,
for every such effort. Without a big mobiliza
tion of m ass support for a platform of social
and labor le gislation, any move towards or
ganizin g part icipation in the primaries would
have very bad results. Even when the founda
tio n is laid for this mass movement, there will
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have to be the greatest care to avoid the in
evitable dangers of throwing the masses back
mto the old two-party rut, instead of taking
them out of it to build the Fa.rmer-Labor Party.

There is the question of keeping the face of
the Communist Party in the public eye and the
platform of the Communist Party forward in
all of this work. At the same time we cannot
shove the Communist Party into everybody's
face in such a way as to make the Party of
fensive to people. Nor should we uncover all
our forces in those cases where it is necessary
to have people working without being known
as Communists. The problem of how to develop
open and official participation of the Com
munist Party in all of these growing move
ments towards the People's Front becomes more
and more important. In this respect we have
to give some points of guidance. First, there
must be the utmost pressing forward of every
measure to create conditions in which the Com
munist Party can be accepted without serious

• difficulty by every progressive group. Great care
_ should be taken not to prematurely push this

question to a decision wh en the relation of
torces is against us, and we are certain to be
rejected. The Socialist P arty in New York, ten
minutes after they had been denouncing the
American Labor Party, rushed to make a
formal application for admission. This move
considerably increased the difficulties of solv
ing the proper relation between Socialists and
Communists on one side and the American
Labor Party on the other.

Under all circumstances we must give sys
tematic attention to improving the working
relations between Communists and the best
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progressive elements in the Farmer-Labor and
progressive movement. In some places we have
made considerable progress in this respect, but
in m any places this is still neglected, and great
possibilities of work are simply left unexplored.
In many places there is a sort of shyness and
timidity. Some of us think a Communist should
not walk into the . office of another organiza
tion for fear he might not be welcome. And
In many places they are looking for us, wh ile
we shy aw ay from important contacts. There
m ust be more attention paid to working out
the friendliest relations with these progressive
people, in making· better contacts and in de
veloping good working relati ons on all issues.

We must constantly agitate for the earliest
possible national unification of the movement
for a F armer-Labor Party, without trying to
press at this moment for specific or ganizational
moves to that end, in the form of calling con
ferences of any kind. At this moment there
Is a strong hesitation, and not among the most
backward circles of the Farmer-Labor Party
movement, to calling a national conference.
The~' fear that it will crystallize the issue too
soon, before the broadest possible forces have
been reached. We must take this hesitation in
to consideration and give some weight to it
ourselves. We have to do everything we can to
create a feeling of confidence that a Farmer
Labor Party can be successfully formed.

We have to give more systematic and con
stant attention to the very broad united front
formations which do not enter directly into the
Farmer-Labor Party movement. They furnish
a very good base and support for the Farmer
Labor movement. I have in mind, especially,



the American Negro Congress, the youth move
ments, the peace movement, church groups,
fraternal organizations and so on. Most of
these broad mass movements cannot immedi
ately be a part of the Farmer-Labor Party
movement. But they are definitely movements
which can be used to extend the basis of the
F armer-Labor Party. It is absolutely an es
sential feature of our whole conception of the
People's Front that such movements should be
an integral part of the fight against reaction
and fascism. As we get more definitely or
ganized in the political field, along the lines
of the People's Front, we will certainly find our
selves coming more and m ore into the posi
tion of the French people. There all of these
broadest mass organizations are already a part
of the French People's Front in a formal
pact with the political parties. Although this
cannot be the aim of our work l:l,t this moment,
we should have in m ind that we are working in
that direction.

In this respect, we should mention the prob
Iem of the International Labor Defense and its
growing importance. The Whole question of
labor defense and the struggle for labor's
prisoners, internationally and nationally, is be
coming more and more important. As the
masses get a keener understanding of the prob
lem of the . protection of democratic rights,
they are taking up- the problems of political
prisoners with a keenness and on a wider scale
than we have ever seen in this country. Enor
mous things can be accomplished in the field
of labor defense nationally and internationally
if we give a little more attention to it.

We should mention the International Fund



of our Party and the systematic financial help
WhICh our Party gives directly to other Parties
in colonial and semi-colonial countries, as well
as the German Party. We must insist more
than ever that this International Fund should
be scrupulously maintained and used as ef
fectively as possible. It is one of the best ex
arnples of our Party's work, of its political
development, of its understanding of its role.
Our International Fund is one of the finest
features of our party life. I must say that I .
am proud of it and I hope that we Will, all
uf us , unite in the firm determination that it
is going to be maintained at all costs, _and
extended.

Now let us take up the special problems of
the Socialist Party. It is necessary now to give
an answer to What our attitude is toward the
problem of the united front as a result of the
changes that have taken place recently within
the Socialist Party. Does this bring about any
change in our tactics and proposals? As before,
we still believe that the united front is ab
solutely necessary, and even today we are con
fident that the majority of the Socialist rank
and file want unity.

New difficulties have to be overcome to
achieve the united front. We must place the
struggle for the united front into t he fore
ground as essential for the whole future ex
istence of the Socialist Party as a whole. The
Socialists must understand that nothing of a
constructive nature can come out of the -So
clalist Party except on the basis of struggle
against the counter-revolutionary Trotskyites.
The ideas of the Socialist leaders have been
corrupted by Trotskyite poison. The Socialist



Party must rid itself of its p oisonous in fluen ce,
if it is t o play any p ositive role in the stru ggles
that loom ahead.

At this time, when the working class races .
the danger of war and fascism, at a time when
the people of Spain are fighting for democracy
and life, Norman Thomas can find nothing bet
ter to do than head a so-called Committee in
Defense of Trotsky. He spends time defending
an assassin plotting the murder of leaders of
the Soviet working class. We regret that the
counter-revolutionary character of Trotskyism
has left such a mark on t h e Socialist Party.

The only way t o rid the Socialist Party of
Trotskyite influence is by concentrating the
struggle for the expulsion of the Trotskyites
against t h eir m ost apparently harmful mani
festations. T he S ocialist Party has called a spe
cial convention for next March, as you know.
We must consult with the best elements in the
Socialist Party about their problems in the most
helpful way. We have to help these healthy
Left elements overcome the feelings of pes
simism and passivity that now grip the best
sections of the Socialist Party. They can make
some change in the life of their Party at the
March convention. These honest Left-wingers
must build a solid foundation so that there will
be no longer the old policy of drift, of never
coming to a decision on all vital issues. They
must prepare for the March convention of the
Sopialist Party to get results, to win the Social
iRt Party for the united front and make a clean
break with counter-revolutionary Trotskyites.

Next, we turn to the fight for peace, and
this means, of course, the question of Spain;
where our slogan is "everything to defend



Span ish democracy". Besides the broadest and
most intense po litical campaign that is possible,
we must now, m ore than ever, give attention
to organizing practical material help for Spain.
This is not only a matter of raising funds, but
of encouraging those honest democratic peo
ple who are organizing themselves to go t o
Spain to participate in the armed struggle
against the fascist barbarians who are trying to
drown a whole people in a sea of blood, who
are destroying cities and civilization, who a re
worse than any pestilence or scourge. This
movement towards volunteering for the armed
defe nse of Spanish democracy is affecting all
s trata of serious democrats in America, espe
cially the workers, but also middle class, profes
sional and liberal people. We can only wel 
come all such heroic volunteers and urge that
more persons follow their example which is in
t he best tradition of American love of dem
ocracy and hatred of tyranny.

The whole question of using the great mass
sentiments against f ascism can most effectively
be crystallized around th e struggle for the
Spanish people, around the struggl e for the
defense of these particular outstanding cham
pions of democracy and progress.

Let us also n ot forget, as there is some
times a tendency to, the rallying slogans against
war and fascism that strike di rectly a t the
wors t enemies of peace, the slogans for the
fr eedom of Thaelmann, for the freedom of other
prisoners of the ~azis, for the freedom of
Pres tes. T h is latter has especially great signifi
cance in r elation to the Inter-American Peace
Conference today. There ar e governments
present ther e pressin g di rectly ' on the path
towar d fascism in the Americas, wh o ar e



parading in Buenos Aires as defenders of de
mocracy on an international scale.

We must never forget that 90 per cent of
th e American people are resolutely opposed to
war. It is this mass sentiment that must be
crystallized into an effective weapon for peace.
Through effective agreements for limited aims,
through avoiding rigid forms, we must weld
that healthy sentiment into a form to which

. the people are accustomed, and through this
really mobilize them against war. We must
take more serious responsibilities in helping to
build the American League Against War and
Fascism and bring it into a much broader
united peace movement. Without s uch methods
we will not be able to meet the issue of the
coming war with any degree of effectiveness.
It is only through the broadest m ass federa
tions of the organized peace sentiment of the
country that we can really have some influence
in America on the question of war and peace.
We know that a small Party, even like ours,
can ·in fluen ce the national life. We have
proved it in the elections. Now we must prove
it after the elections on the decisive question
of war.

We have the special problem of cultivating
closer cooperation with our brother Parties in
colonial and semi-colonial countries . This has
become an organized part of our life; but we
s t ill have a tendency to allow .t t to fall back
into too much of an organizational routine
and to some small material help. We must try
again to revive the old project of making
groups or districts of our Party give special
consideration to Latin American countries and
our brother Parties there. In order to develop
this closer, more intimate, contact with our
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brother Parties, we must do more than rely on
general and formal relations of cooperation.

A special task in this fight for peace is in
volved in the utilization of the present Inter
American Peace Conference in Buenos Aires.
We can use the peace sentiments and tenden
cies that were expressed at this conference
to create better conditions, a better atmosphere
for our whole peace work. We must endeavor
to exert a direct influence among these circles,
especially those in Latin-America, which are
only beginning to come into contact with the
proletarian peace movement in the United
States.

There are many positive features of the
Inter-American Conference which can be
effectively utilized. In spite of all its short
comings, the Inter-American Peace Conference
does constitute a move against the fascist ag
gression. By that alone, it becomes a positive
feature in the world situation, which can be
used in the fight for peace.

Now, more than ever, there is the neces
sity for the fullest possible understanding of
the Soviet Union as the bulwark in the fight
for peace, and in the fight for progress of the
whole world. How can that be done better than
by popularizing the new Soviet Constitution,
and when we consider that Constitution, what
greater instrument is there than the recent
speech of Comrade Stalin in presenting this
Constitution to the Congress of Soviets?
Would it not be a good idea if we would take
Stalin's speech and make that a concentration
point of literature distribution? I think that
the Central Committee should issue a million
copies of this pamphlet at a very cheap price.
r am sure that if we could distribute. a million



copies of the speech on the Soviet Constitu
tion, it would help make for a better under
standing of the land of socialism as the bul
wark of peace and progress for all humanity.

We can now turn to the tasks of building
and strengthening our Party. It is an estab
lished fact that the spontaneous struggles of
t h e workers for economic demands and demo
cratic rights cannot give the understanding
a n d strength necessary to win socialism. What
is required is the leading role of the Commu
nist Party which teaches and guides the work
ers, which increases the fighting fitness of the
working class for all struggles. It is in this
connection ' that I want to deal with some or
gan iza t ional problems of our Party in order
to examine those elements of our work which
do not strengthen the working cl ass and which
prevent our Party from growin g as fast as the
sit ua t ion requires.

First, I want to point out how the problem
of building the Party is the problem of ach ie v
ing two characteristic fe atures of Lenin's teach
ing : the highest degree of centralization of
direction and authority, together wi t h the ut
most decentralization of personal responsibility
for carrying out the work. Let us ex amine the
teachings of Lenin on this question, who said :

"The Committee must en dea vor to achieve
the m aximum division of labor, rem em bering
that different branches of revolutionary work
demand different abilities."

This is another way of expressing the old
American saying: ' Find a sq uare hole for a
square pe g an d a round hole for a round peg.
This involves the whole question of personal
r esponsibility. It means that each committee
must know the capabilities and interests of
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each individual member. It means that th ey
m ust know the kind of person each phase of
work needs. Collectively, together with the in 
dividual com r a de, they must shape the poli
cies of the work, guide and help the individual,
and thus enable him to grow to greater political
maturity, to establish his authority to the high
est degree among the workers associated around
him. We must bear in mind that only in this
way is there the possibility of developing cap
able leadership that can serve the working class
and the Party to the best of their trained
abilities. That will certainly avoid · the un
necessary sh if t in g of personnel that is one of
our troubles, and will contribute to the stability
of Party leadership among the working class.

Now that we have stressed the decisive ques
tion of personal responsibility and careful at
t ention, the next link and the most important
one is to lift our units, fractions in unions and
mass organizations, section leaderships and
districts to the level of the high political tasks
that they are confronted with. This can be
a ch ieved only if the lower bodies of the Party
are not just institutions for carrying out or
ganization tasks outlined by the central leader
ship. They have to become in the near future
the basis for shaping the polIcies of their or
ganizations, of the workers with whom they
come in contact. In that respect, on the
qu est ion of how centralized leadership needs
decentralization of tasks, Lenin gave us a per
manently valid directive:

"We must centralize the leadership of the
movement. We must also (and indeed for
that purpose, for decentrauzattori is impos
sible without information) effect the greatest
possible decentralization ot responsibility



towards the Party of every individual mem
ber, of every section of work and of every
circle belonging or adhering to the Party.
Such decentralization is an essential condi
tion for, and an essential correction to,
revolutionary centralism." *

We must consider the problem of activizing
the units and sections, and emphasize the spe
cial role of factory units. We must again re
mind ourselves of our decisions to promote new
cadres, fresh forces out of mass work, those
who have shown the greatest capacity for
rousing, leading and organizing the masses.
We must cultivate these cadres, train them,
and systematically develop them to higher
levels of leadership.

We must build up the authority of our
leading committees everywhere. It should be
the task of a leading committee to establish
respect among the people, with whom it works.
the respect that comes from the expectation
that here is the place where we will get the
answers to our question, here is where we can
go for help, here is where we can be told those
things that we can't find anywhere else. We
have got to create that same authority, especially
in our district committees. And the whole labor
movement in the region should be taught to
look to the district committee of the Commu
nist Party as the place where they can go for
authoritative answers to their problems, for se
rious help in overcoming their difficulties.

The centralization of leadership and author
ity and the decentralization of tasks are not yet
fully understood. That is why we have so many
troubles with recruiting. On the question of

* V. I. Lenin, "A Letter to a Comrade on Our
Organizational Tasks," Collected Works, Vol. V.



recruiting, we must again call attention to the
problem of concentration. I don't have to repeat
the principle involved in this. We must point
out that we do have a tendency to forget it.
In the building of the Party, education and
training become more and more important, es
pecially the education and the training of picked
personnel. We have gained many experiences in
the past year which could be used effectively.
There is the question of books and pamphlets.
where we have made many important advances,
and the press, where our experiences were not
so good. There is the question of our schools.
the question of forums and the more systematic
use of the principle of forum organization, the
problems of the radio, the problems of taking
advantage of the capitalist press, a technique
which we have just begun to touch, but which in
general we neglect absolutely, the question of the
movies, the theatre and arts, and all of these
special activities, which must have a very dis
tinct place in our process of mass education.

Especially important in the question of mass
education are the D "aily Worker and Sunday
Worker. There can be no building of the Party
without the much more successful extension and
systematic regular connection of the Daily
Worker and Sunday Worker with the broad circle
of workers around the Party. There is a close con
nection between weak recruiting in the Party
and the weak development of the circulation
of the Daily Worker. Let the entire Party mem
bership become conscious of the need of making
the Daily Worker and the Sunday Worker our
main weapons in the systematic development
of our connections, their education and their
recruitment into the Party.

We must bring to the fore now the neces
sity of spreading the Party organization to new



territory, and especially to small towns. This
was emphasized in my mind very much by the
experiences in Illinois, where the comrades in
form ed me that the terrible ele ction la w th er e
had a very good result for our Party. It forced
us to go to every county in the state to get
signatures. And we found that in the m ajority
of the counties that we had never touched
before, we had friends, people who had been
waiting for us for years, people wh o said :
" Wh er e have you Communists been all the
time. We have been looking for you fo r years.
a n d ' you a re the first live Communist we ever
saw."

We must make greater efforts to extend our
work among the Negro people. This should be
a special point of concentration in recruiting.
The burden should not be placed on our Ne
gr o comrades, but must be one of t h e major
ta sks of the entire Party. Likewise we should
extend much more aid to our young comrades.
We must help them with their special prob
lems, especially the big job of preparing for
their eighth national convention in April.

Throughout this whole work of building the
P arty, we must pay special attention to a
higher quality of work. Here I want to men
tion what a great role the slogan of better
quality of wo rk played in the building of so
cialism in the Soviet Union, in the mastering
of the tasks of industrialization, in the
execu t ion of the Five-Year Plan in four years.
You will remember Stalin's great s peech on
this question and how it was" decisive in the
whole construction of socialism. Let us apply
a little bit of that to our much smaller prob
lems of just bUilding the first foundations of
a mass Party.

Without this constant struggle for quality .
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for ever higher quality in our wor k, we can
not move forward. The building of the Party
is not merely adding greater volume of Com
m un ists, m ore numbers, concentra ting on sta
t ist ics . It is ess entially and centrally the ques
tion of constan tl y impr oved qualit y . greater
effecti veness in every phase of our work. That
means t he better inner organiza tion of our
work, be t t er distr ib u tion of our tasks, personal
resp on sibility, and the avoidan ce of wh at is
a lways a danger especially for ou r P a r ty, the
danger of depa rtmental fe t ishism and t h e im
personaliza tion of work.

Here again we can make some very good
a pplicat ion of t h e experiences in the building of
socialism in the Soviet Union. In their strug
gle for quality, you will remember they came
to the ques tion of the necessity of personal
responsibility and the abolition of all imper
sonal fo rms of the organization of work. You
remember how they expressed this so classically
in the railroad industry. There had been an
old practice of constantly sh ift in g an engineer
from one engine to another which resulted in
the destruction of an enormous amount of the
power resources of engines and railroads. What
a tremendous improvement they made when
they adopted a policy of making one engineer
responsible for one engine. They made him
personally responsible for the engine and did
not merely pl ace responsibility upon the en
gineering department for all the en gines. One
person was responsible for one machine and no
excuses were allowed if the machine was not
in good order.

All of these things are merely the concrete
ph ases of the whole problem of the Bolsheviz a
tion of the Party. Bolshevization includes all
the measures we have spoken of, on the basis of
a mastery of the theory of Marxism-Leninism.
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FIVE

The Relation of the People's
Front to the Struggle

for Socialism

THERE are still some of our friends (perhaps
even still a few Party members) who are wor

ried about the possibility that the struggle for
the People's Front and its demands (which are
compatible with the continuance of capitalism)
may lead us to neglect or forget about our
final goal of socialism. Some months ago, for
example, our friend Scott Nearing wrote me a
letter in which he developed the theory that,
while the People's Front was necessary, it could
not be built by the same party which fights
ror socialism. There must be a division of labor,
so to speak, between two parties of the work
ing' class, one of which should struggle for
the People's Front and its demands and the
other should struggle for socialism. He seemed
to think that the Socialist Party formerly had
the first role and the Communist Party the
second, and that now the roles are being re
versed, with the C. P . taking the "reformist"
road of the People's Front and the S. P. becom
ing the "revolutionary" party. Although Nearing
is by no means a Trotskyist, it is clear that in .
this he was influenced by the Trotskyite tend
ency of thought, which has wrought such havoc
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in Soc ialist ranks lately. Whether he would be
of the same opinion now, after the campa ign ,
is questionable ; but still the problem requires
continuous clarification for many people. This
1s our task, which we undertake without com
plaint. Every vital problem requires constant
re -examination an d re-statement , so also the
problem of the relation of t h e People's Front
to the struggle for socialism.

Our country, in common with the rest of
the capitalist world, is threatened with re
action, fascism, and war. The reactionary forces
are strong and menacing. On the other hand,
those standing for socialism, which is the only
final solution, are relatively wea k- in the U.S.A.,
especia lly wea k. Must we therefore become pes
simists, and concede in ad va n ce that r eaction
and fascism must surely win, an d tha t on ly
through the bitter sufferings of fascism can
the grea t m ajority be won to socialism? No,
that would be absolutely wrong, it would be
criminal, it w ould amount to a silent partner
ship with reaction. Although the gr ea

m a jor ity of t h e popula IOn ar not ready to
struggle for socialism, they are r eady to defend
their democratic rights and living stan dar ds
ag ai nst th e a t tacks of reaction a nd fascism , and
they a re m ore and more an xious to struggle
for t he mainten ance of peace. Organized and
ro used to struggle, on a platform f or wh ich
they are n ow prep ared, they can and will pre
ven t fascism from coming to power. W e can
organize and rouse them-provided we do not
deman d of them that they agree with our ,
socialist p rogram, but unite with them on t h e 'I
basis of t heir program which we make also~

own .
They are not socialists yet for many reasons :
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among these are that they have many prej
udices and misconceptions about socialism and
communism; that they think the problems can
be worked out under a corrected and purified
capitalism, and so forth. They believe that fur
ther experience will prove they are right. We
disagree with them, we think that only social
ism will finally solve our problems, and we
believe that experience will prove that we are
right. In the meantime, both those who want
socia ism and the much larger number who do
not can still agree on the necessity to defeat
reaction, fascism, and war. Why not, then,
unite all such people for their common pur
pose? That is the proposal of the People's Front.

e non-socialist progressives may ask, why
should we unite with those who want social
ism, and who say openly they think the Peo
ple's Front will ultimately give way to socialism?
Our answer is: we grant you non-socialists the
right to believe that the ultimate outcome will
not be socialism, but in the meantime only our
unity and common front will prevent fascism
from being the immediate outcome; therefore

.it is better if we continue our debate on this
question behind the common line of defense
we set up against fascism which would stop all
our . discussions. To our allies in the fight
against fascism, we pledge the use of demo
cratic methods as the sole means of resolving
questions in dispute between us. Whichever
of us is correct in the last instance, the inter
ests of both, will be served by unity and a
common front.

To the advocate of socialism, who fears the
People's Front as an obstacle to achieving the
new socialist society, we say: Do you really
think that socialism can come without the ac-



tive support of these great masses of toiling
people who are not adherents of socialism yet?
Of course you don't. Do you think you can
win them over, if in face of the danger of
reaction, fascism and war, you stand aside
from them and refuse cooperation except upon
the terms of their agreement to socialism? If
you really think that, then you are poor
socialists indeed, for you have failed to learn
the elementary lessons of the great founders of
modern socialism, Marx and Engels, and of their
most worthy pupils who founded and built the
first socialist society, Lenin and Stalin.

The problem for practical builders of social
ism and fighters tor socialism is everywhere
and at all times to find the connecting
link which ties up the life problems of
the masses of the toiling people at the
present moment with their largest historical
interests that are represented in the future
socialist society. They, the tens of mil
lions who provide the moving force of history.
must be convinced upon. the basis oj their own
experience in struggle of the necessity and in
evitability of each successive step of their move
ment toward socialism. The more they are
organized and roused in struggle a,.gaii.i§tOOJbe-J
evilS of capitalism the quicker the; can un

d erstan d and assimilate the teachings of social-
i sm nscio I take the ath to t ew
.JiOcie~

Now, when capitalism tn decay, capitalism
rotting and collapsing, is turning more and
more to fascism and war, blindly and brutally
destroying everything good which had been
created in the period of its upward develop
ment, it is possible and necesary for us to do
everything to get tens ot millions into organ-
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ized struggle against these most reactionary
mantrestattons of capitalism. That is the
quickest and most direct road to socialism
-if the teachings of Marx, Engels, Lenin
and Stalin are correct. For those, non
socialists, who do not accept these teach
ings, this argument has no validity ; t o them
we say, therefore, if the argument is not valid.
you should not be afraid of it. This is an
argument for socialists, not for non-socialists.

Everything that organizes and activizes th e
working class and its allies is progress toward
socia lis m ; likewise, everything that weakens and
discourages the forces of reaction goes in the
same direction. This is the fundamental con
ception that underlies the revolutionists' un
derstanding of the fight for the People's Front.

What nonsense it is to think that socialism
will come out of the work of an isolated sect
to which socialism is a dogma and not a guide
to action here and now in the daily struggle
against capitalism's worst oppressions! That is
a repetition of the sterile dogmatism of the
Boetaliat-Labor Party, and will bring the same
results. Only the party of the mass struggle
for immediate issues today will become the
party of actual socialist construction tomorrow.

What is true within our country, is true on
the largest international stage. Today it is
the Soviet Union, the land of socialism, the
land where is realized the teachings of Marx,
Engels, Lenin and Stalin, which rallies all
progressive and peace forces of the whole world
in the struggle for democracy and peace-while
at the same time it gives ' the most inspiring
examples of the final victory of socialism, of
its immeasurable superiority over capitalism, of



its fruition in a democracy beyond the dreams
of bourgeois democrats.

T e struggle for the People's Front, for.
mocracy an pea '. is at the same time
most effective struggle for socialism. Just be
cause our Party has Become the outstanding
fighter for the all-inclusive unity of the pro
gressive forces of America, with a non-socialist
platform on which they can be united now,
for that very reason we have a confidence that
is unshakable that our Party, and no other, will
lead the toiling masses of the United stat.es to
the realization of socialism.
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Who Are the Real Friends
of Political Asylum?
(Extracts from closing speech)

RECENTLY the Trotskyites, from their new
vantage point inside the Socialist Party,

launched another masked attack against the
Soviet Union and against the revolutionary
movement everywhere. This time they covered
themselves with the names of various persons
of more savory reputation, than their own, per
sons who from political naivete or from con
siderations . of factional advantage have lent
their names to the Committee for the Defense
of Trotsky.

This committee, setting itself the task of
securing asylum for Trotsky, seems to think
that it has placed the Communist Party in an
embarrassing position when we oppose their de
mand for asylum. They charge that we have
thereby become the enemies of the principle
of political asylum.

Let these gentlemen know that we meet the
issue that they have raised, squarely and wit h 
out evasion. We declare that we stand un
equivocally for the right of political asylum for
those who suffer persecution at the hands of
the enemies of democracy and progress, the
reactionaries and fascists. At the same time
we declare that we do not include in the con
ception of right of asylum, the right to use
asylum to plot and conspire assassinations in
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anoth er country. When political refugees thus
use the right of asylum, as was done, for ex
ample, by t he assassins of Barthou and Alex
ander , t h ey are discrediting the right of asylum
and fu rnishing its enemies with the most power
fu l weapon for its abolition. The same is true
of those who would defend others in such a
use of the ri ght of asylum.

We apply exactly t he same principle to Trot
sky and his accomplices in the murder of Kirov,
and the plotted murder of a dozen other lead
ers of the Soviet Union. They have used, and
cont in ue to us e, the right of asylum as the cover
fo r their as sas sins' plots. Thereby they dis
credit the wh ole mass movement within the
democra t ic countries which is demanding asylum
for th e hundreds of thousands of refugees from
fascis t terrorism. They turn the wh ole issue
away from its true political significance , a nd
try, so far as they are able, to establish that
either there shall be no asylum at all, or it
shall include protection for their assassination
circles.

We speak out loud and clear on this ques
tion. We are against asylum anywhere in the
world for those who make assassination their
weapon of political struggle, no matter who they
may be . We will support every sincere effort to
outlaw a ssassination by international agree
me nts. F ro m the days of Marx and Engels,
t h e Communist movement has always con
demned assassination as a political weapon. We
will still condemn it, we will not support it
di r ectly or indirectly, and when we fight for
the right of asylum we specifically exclude from
this right those who plot or execute assassina
ti ons.

We request that this issue be faced just as
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squarely by the gentlemen who have lent their
names to the defense of Trotsky. We ask Nor
man Thomas, in particular, and the National
Executive Committee of the Socialist Party,
which authorized his speaking on behalf of
Trotsky, just where they stand on this question.
Do you defend the right to use asylum to plot
and execute assassinations?

Please do not evade this question, gentlemen,
by raising your extraordinary doubts about
Trotsky's connection with the Kirov assassina
tion. Sixteen of his collaborators confessed in
open court, before the whole world; Trotsky ac
cepted responsibility for them, after their con
vict ion and execution by pledging to "avenge"
them; and Trotsky has for several years openly
written to prepare and condone assassinations
in the Soviet Union.

Let me report some facts presented by Com
rade Ercoli which will be of value to the entire
working cla ss in judging the activities of the
Trotskyite counter-revolutionaries in all coun
tries. He cited the case of a scoundrel, con
nected with both the police and the Trotskyist
group in Paris, who attempted to kill Marcel
Cachin and was prevented from doing so only
by accident.

There was the provocateur linked. with the
Trotskyist groups who killed Comrade Camille
Montanari, one of the best Italian revolution
a r ies . There was Maria Reese, expelled from
the German Communist Party for upholding
Trotsky's defeatist views on German fascism,
who later became one of the leaders of the
German Trotskyists, and during the Saar
plebiscite made a Hitlerite speech over the ra
dio with the approval of the German Trotsky
ist press.



There was Nils Hyg, one of the leaders of
the Trotskyites in Sweden, who received money
from the notorious Ivar Kreuger, whose specialty
was financing fascist organizations.

In Budapest, a Trotskyist sheet appears
legally, although Communist publications are
prosecuted as high treason. A Hungarian Trot
skyist (Weisshauss) in 1926 organized an at
tack on the life of Rakosi when the latter was
working illegally in the country.

Ruth Fischer, liaison agent between Trotsky
and the terrorist sent by him to the Soviet
Union, is a close collaborator of Doriot, rene
gade and fascist leader. In Poland, the police
publish Trotskyist pamphlets and try to cir
culate them among the workers.

In Italy, Trotsky's autobiography, which is
a cesspool of slander against the Communist
International, is recommended by the police for
prison libraries.

In Spain and France the People's Front,
which is the bulwark against fascism, is at
tacked by the remnants of the Trotskyite sect,
who furnish agents-provocateurs in their at
tempt to disrupt the united front and the
People's Front.

This list could be extended indefinitely. The
connections between the police and the Trot
skyites are an irrefutable fact. The French
reactionary journalist, de Kerillis, \ has stated
in Echo de Paris, that the French police pos
sess proofs of the close ties between the ac
tivities of the Trotskyites and Hitler's murder
ous Gestapo. These facts are known to every
one who wants to know the facts. The very
least that must be demanded of those who would
defend Trotsky and seek to win ' a new asylum
for him is a clear and unequivocal answer to



this question. Evasion of this question will
forever stamp the defenders of Trotsky as among
those who opened the gates to the worst ene
mies of democracy and liberty, no matter how
much they protest their innocence.

It is no accident that those who rush to
put their names to the defense of Trotsky, and
who speak on his behalf, have no such ir
resistible urge to have their names on com
mittees for the defense of Spanish democracy,
are not making speeches in that cause; they
have formed no committees to secure asylum
in America for the victims of Hitler and Mus
solini. At a moment when hundreds of thou
sands of the heroic Spanish people are laying
down their lives for the preservation of demo
cratic rights, that is the moment chosen by
these gentlemen to set up a committee to gain
democratic rights, the right of asylum-but for
Trotsky.

Class conscious workers, yes, even simple but
serious democrats, will have no hesitation in
deciding who are really the friends of political
asylum, who are the friends of democracy. Those
who rush to the defense of Trotsky are giving
service to the worst enemies of democracy, to
Hitler, with whose Gestapo Trotsky had secret
dealings. Those who fight uncompromisingly
against the political assassins, against Trotsky,
and demand their outlawing, are the same
people who' unhesitatingly rush to the defense
of the Spanish people, who organize material
help, who are sending from their ranks per
sonal help, who are standing in the forefront
of the struggle for democracy and liberation
in their own lands.

These are facts which show the sinister
character of counter-revolutionary Trotskyism,



which show that it is nothing but an agent
of fascism in the ranks of the working class.
Five years ago, Comrade Stalin made a masterly
an a lysis of the nature of Trotskyism in which
he proved that it was nothing but the vanguard
of world counter-revolution. Let me quote his
profound words:

", . . Trotskyism is the vanguard of the
counter-revolutionary bourgeoisie, which is
car ryin g on the struggle against Communism,
a gainst the Soviet government, against the
building of socialism in the U.S .S.R.

"Wh o gave the counter-revolutionary bour
geoisie its intellectual weapon against Bol
shevism, in the form of the thesis of the
impossibili t y of building socialism in our
country, in the form of the thesis of the in
evitability of the degeneration of the Bolshe
viks, etc.? That weapon was given it by
Trotskyism. It is not an accident that all
anti-Soviet groupings in the U.S.S.R. in their
attempts to give grounds for their argument
of the inevitability of the struggle against the
Soviet government referred to the well-known
th esis of Trotskyism of the impossibility of
building socialism in our country, of the in
evitable degeneration of the Soviet govern
ment, of the probable return of capitalism.

"Who gave the counter-revolutionary bour
geoisie in the U.S .S.R. its tactical weapon in
the form of attempts at open attacks on the
Soviet government? This weapon was given
to it by the Trotskyists, who tried to organize
a nt i-Soviet demonstrations in Moscow and
Leningrad on November 7, 19"27. It is a fact
th a t the anti-Soviet actions of the Trotsky
ists raised the spirits of the bourgeoisie and
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let loose the work of counter-revolutionary
sabotage of the bourgeois specialists.

"Who gave the counter-revolutionary bour
geoisie an organizational weapon in the form
of attempts at organizing underground anti
Soviet organizations? This weapon was given
to it by the Trotskyists who founded their
own anti-Bolshevik illegal group. It is a fact
that the underground anti-Soviet work of the
Trotskyists facilitated the organized forma
tion of the anti-Soviet groups within the
U.S.S.R.

"Trotskyism is the vanguard of the coun
ter-revolutionary bourgeoisie.

"That is why liberalism towards Trotsky
ism, even when the latter is shattered and
concealed, is stupidity bordering on crime,
bordering on treason to the working class."
(J. Stalin. Leninism, Vol. II, pp. 403-404.)

This warning of Comrade Stalin is of the ut
most importance to the entire working class. It
shows that mistaken tolerance, that ignorance
of the counter-revolutionary nature of Trotsky
ism, are nothing short of a crime against the
working class.

If the working class is to progress, if it is
to build the People's Front against reaction and
fascism, it must worm out these agents of the
fascists who are trying to conceal their mur
derous activity by playing on the confusion of
certain liberals. Norman Thomas and the other
leaders of the Socialist Party, who are covering
up Trotsky, are enabling these counter-revolu
tionaries to perpetrate betrayals of the best in
terests of the working class. We say:

No asylum and no tolerance for political
assassins and assassinations!
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Political asylum s h o u ld be sought for the
victims of political r eaction and fascism
which, t ryin g to maintain a d ying capitalism,
is m u r derin g and oppressing wh ole peoples .

We m ust a n d will win the working cl ass
to this stan d !
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